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ABSTRACT

Cranial electrotherapy stimulation (CES) involves small pulses of
electrical current (1.5 mA or less) across the head. It is a known
therapy for depression, anxiety, and insomnia. Chance clinical observa-
tions suggested that CES might be effective in reducing fear percep-
tion in phobic patients. This study was designed to investigate this
possible effect. Thirty-one persons responded to public media an-
nouncements requesting subjects for a phobia treatment project. They
were asked to imagine themselves in their worst phobic situation, then
rate their fear on a scale from no fear to extreme fear. They were then
given 30 minutes of CES, after which they were asked to frighten
themselves again and to rate the fear as before. The patients were
successful in generating a fear response, which, in turn, appeared to
be mitigated by CES.

INTRODUCTION

Among the approaches for the treatment of fear in phobic patients, varied
success has been claimed for biofeedback,1,2 desensitization,3,4 aversion
relief,5 and combinations of behavior and/or cognitive therapies,6 includ-
ing relaxation therapy.7 All of these are time consuming and require great
attention to detail by the patient and therapist alike.

The treatment of phobic patients can be a long and taxing process for
the physician or other therapist. Among pharmaceutical approaches, an-
tidepressant drugs are said to be of particular benefit,8 as is at least one
cardiovascular medication.9 However, even the newer tricyclic antidepres-
sants are not without their risk to the patient, requiring the physician to
be conscientious in the regulation of dosage and alert to the numerous
possible negative side effects.10 They may also take days or weeks to begin
to be effective.

Recently, the authors serendipitously observed that cranial electo-
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therapy stimulation (CES) appeared to control anger and rage states in some adolescent psychiatric inpatients, and dental fear in others. Only two reports of the effects of CES in behavioral states, other than generalized anxiety and depression, have been reported in the literature, and these involved its successful use in an attention-to-task disorder in hyperactive patients. Dymond and coworkers had earlier studied the intracerebral flow of CES current in man and found that, while the current spread throughout the brain, it can also flow along the limbic system. This makes it likely that CES current could impact specific emotions or their perception by the patient. We decided to test its effects on the perception of fear in phobic patients.

**PATIENTS AND METHODS**

The study was held at an out-patient treatment facility. A physician provided medical orders for the use of CES and an investigational review board supervised the implementation of the protocol. All patients provided written informed consent to participation in the study.

Thirty-one people responded to public media advertising for volunteers who had been medically diagnosed as having one or more phobias. Women comprised 81% of the sample (n = 13). The average age was 48.69 years (range: 26 to 66 years), and the average length of time since their phobia had been diagnosed was 16.33 years (range: one to 44 years). Only 25 subjects were willing to list their primary phobia. Of these, 32 people listed social anxiety or agoraphobia (n = 8), while the next largest group listed driving (20%, n = 6), flying (n = 3) was next in frequency with one person each listing water, nocturnal, signing name, snakes, death, doctors, hospitals, and being abandoned.

Sixty-five percent (n = 20) of the subjects were on medication, and of these, 60% were taking alprazolam (n = 12), either alone or in combination with other medications.

Subjects were seated side by side on a single row of church pews, facing a well-lit, open gym area. We took advantage of May's finding that internally elicited phobic thoughts produced as much as at times, greater subjective anxiety, fear, and physiological activity than similar thoughts triggered externally by pictures or verbal statements about phobic objects. To have them generate their phobic response, we therefore asked the subjects to close their eyes and place themselves in their most fearful phobic situation. They were requested to generate as much fear as they could, then rate their fear on a seven-point scale (1 = no fear to 7 = extreme fear).

The subjects then received CES for 30 minutes with a CES device,
which produces 0.5 bi-phasic, square wave pulses per second (pps). Current intensity was limited to 600 µA via electrodes clipped to the ear lobe of each ear. The duty cycle was 100%. The subjects set their own stimulation amplitude, most of them to the maximum available. At the end of the 30 minutes, and with the CES current still on, the subjects were asked to again close their eyes and generate as much fear as possible. They then rated their fear level achieved, as before.

RESULTS

One subject left before the program began, citing increased situational anxiety as the reason. Four subjects, appearing to be elated, rated their end-of-study fear as zero, which was not on the seven-point scale. This left us with 26 patient responses that could be analyzed. The results are shown in the table, where it may be seen that the pre-CES fear level obtained by the total group was a mean of 3.33 ± 1.22. (The scoring range achieved was from 1 to 6 on the seven-point scale.) Their mean post-CES fear level was 1.96 ± 0.76 (with a range of from 1 to 4). A one-way analysis of variance yielded a probability that was off our computer's range at 0.0000 (STATEX program). A Fisher's t test of the means fared no better.

Also shown in the table are the group comparisons according to medication status. While there had been no significant differences in the fear levels of the groups when compared against each other, either pre- or post-CES, the group on non-alprazolam medication did not fare as well when compared against itself. One of these patients, who claimed to be taking clonazepam, had high-moderate fear (a score of 4) pre-CES and the same score post-CES. This was the only instance of apparent blocking of CES effects seen in any subject in the study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>No. of Subjects</th>
<th>Mean ± SD</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>P-Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>3.33 ± 1.22</td>
<td>22.38</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>0.0001*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Premedicated</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>1.96 ± 0.76</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-CES</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>3.18 ± 1.40</td>
<td>8.09</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-CES</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1.87 ± 0.75</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XANAX mediciated</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3.50 ± 1.22</td>
<td>12.60</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-CES</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3.50 ± 1.22</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-CES</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1.75 ± 0.66</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other medication</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3.33 ± 0.81</td>
<td>3.14</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-CES</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2.53 ± 0.75</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-CES</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2.53 ± 0.75</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The computer program yielded four zeros. It was rounded off to 0.0001.
Overall, while 77% of the subjects (n = 20) rated their fear as moderate to extreme going into the study, 85% rated their fear from very low to none following 30 minutes of CES (n = 22).

DISCUSSION

It is not possible to determine the adequacy of our selection among all possible phobic patients, nor did we attempt to. It is unlikely that persons responding to public advertisements mirror the range of the pathology. Also, Lader has shown physiological evidence that patients with specific phobias are different in terms of arousal from other phobic patients, so we may or may not have been dealing with more than one subtype. What we found, however, is that the group of subjects who responded to our advertisements represented a wide range of phobic types, and that with the one exception mentioned above, they responded to CES in a highly significant manner, as measured by the task they performed.

This study was not designed to discover the length of time of the phobic blocking effect, whether it habituates over time, or, indeed, whether the blocking is a placebo effect alone.

This study was also not designed to elicit the mode of action of CES in changing phobic states or perceptions. There is growing clinical evidence that it interdicts many emotions, from extreme sorrow to dental phobia, from anger to elation. If true, that may be due to its interruption of signals along the rhinencephalic pathways in the brain.

It appears unlikely that CES can stand alone in the treatment of something as complicated as phobias. It is more likely that it may be used best as a means of ongoing desensitization therapy, where CES is used to block the fear response while the patient gains more experience with the phobic stimulus. That would allow improvement of function to begin at the start of desensitization therapy instead of near the end of a sometimes long, drawn-out process, as it is currently practiced.

From our data, it would appear that CES may be successfully instituted while patients are still on some form of supportive medication. By the same measure, CES appears to be as effective without supportive medications and might be a useful tool with which to withdraw patients from such medications, should the physician desire.

Since modern CES devices are portable and inexpensive, being about the same size and cost as a transcutaneous electrical nerve stimulation unit, its use by the patient in most phobic stimulus situations would appear feasible. CES devices are prescription devices, however, and the physician should be prepared to supervise their use in the recovery process.
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April 20, 1992

Dan Kirsch, Ph.D.
Electromedical Products, Inc.
12591 Crenshaw Blvd.
Hawthorne, CA 90250

Dear Dr. Kirsch,

Dr. Smith and I appreciated your company providing the Alpha-Stim CS devices for our study "The Use of Cranial Electrotherapy Stimulation To Block Fear Perception In Phobic Patients".

We used the Alpha-Stim CS devices with all our patients in our study and the evidence for its usefulness with this population is very promising. We hope to do follow up research in the future and will keep you posted of those results.

Again, thank you for your generous assistance and please find enclosed a copy of our study.

Sincerely,

Frank N. Shiromoto
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2500 E. Nutwood Avenue, Suite 212 • Fullerton, California 92631
5911 Heil Avenue, Suite E • Huntington Beach, California 92649